
A Schrade-Walden #148 Rant 
 
 
This is one of my latest aquisitions, a Schrade Walden 148WW. Actual cost: 14.99. Value in my collection: 
Priceless. The blade is not mint, and there is no box or paperwork, not even a COA. But given it's scarcity, 
it will have an honored place on my wall display. I thought that since I have infected at least one of you 
with the bug for these dinosaurs (the guy who helped me get it), I'd do the pattern the honor of some 
research and a brief rant. 
 
These were your grandfather's Old Timers before the name, and the delrin came into use. Using time 
honored hunting patterns, Schrade Walden produced them for generation after generation and they graced 
hunter's sides from one shore to the other, and border to border. These patterns were shared with Western 
States (later Western Boulder), and a half dozen other companies. Each added their own tweeks and 
"improvements", and Schrade was no exception. I think this particular pattern may even be the grandfather 
of the Golden Spike. 
 
The #148 pattern "Hunter's Mate" I find first listed in 1953. It sold for $4.50 in 1955. It was 9 1/4" overall 
with a saber ground carbon steel 5" blade, aluminum alloy guard, Stratawood handle with black and white 
spacers on each end, and plain (now called birds head) pommel. It came with a genuine leather flat sewn 
and riveted sheath with embossed floral tooling design. 
 
In 1957, the 148 was joined by the 148L (with leather washer handle) and the serrated 148 LWE. (with 
leather washer handle and “Wonda-Edge). 
 
In 1961 the sheath emboss illustrations changed from the floral design to a buck deer. The handle material 
of the 148 was renamed WondaWood. 
 
In 1962, the 148 was renumbered 148WW. The 148L and 148LWE remained, and the 148S made it’s 
debut. It had a “Genuine unbreakable Staglon” handle. 
 
Also called “Huntsman” in 1963, it was offered in a #8148S Safari Set gift box with a 881 3 blade premium 
stock knife. Some sheaths appeared with five oak leaves as the emboss design. 
 
In 1963, the 148WW returned to the earlier 148 number and received the name “Hunter’s Mate”. The buck 
deer sheath was shown in 1963, but only the oak leaf sheath was illustrated in 1964. Only the 148S and 
148L were listed. 
 
In 1965, the waffle tooled sheath made it’s debut. Three of the four variants were listed, the 148S, 148L, 
148LWE. 
 
In 1966, the waffle tooled sheath remained, and only the 148S and 148L were listed. 
 
In 1967 the 148STC, "Eva-Last" tungsten carbide Staglon knife is shown, and the 148S and 148L. The 148 
also came as a G3148-STC “Gaucho Set” with special riveted fold over sheath for $15.00 (the 148S plain 
edge was also offered in a G3148-S “Gaucho Set” for five dollars less). 
 
In 1968 thru 1971, the same three models were shown and named (Deer Skinner, Deer Skinner, Huntsman). 
 
In 1971, the 148S was offered in a set with matching handled ax, the X48S for $15.00. 
In 1972-1973, the 148L Huntsman and the 148S Deer Skinner remained with the tungsten carbide blade 
being discontinued. About this time, Sears contracted for the 148S with their own Craftsman tangstamp, 
and the etched name “Pro Skinner”. This was likely not their first purchase of the pattern. 
 
In 1973 ½, the 148's were replaced by the new designs of the 49er Series, the 498L and 498S. These two 
were the last of the series to be produced, ending production after 1979. 
 



These knives also came with red and white handles (I call these "peppermints"), and black and red handles 
(licorice, what else!). Sheaths were sporadically changed, and some of the same emboss designs will be 
found on other brand knives. 
 
 
 
Codger 


